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INSURANCE
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The Right Coverage Is Key 
Your homeowners insurance needs change with time. 
Make sure your current coverage provides the safety 
net you need with a free policy review.

2000 N Walnut St. | Cameron, MO
www.walmart.com

We salute all of the dedicated women who strive to 
help our community thrive. 

To these women whose hard work improve our 
world, your example is one we all can be proud to 

follow. Thanks for everything you do!

Recognizing Our 
Women of Walmart

COVID-19 may have taken much away from 
the City of Cameron, but thanks to citizens B.J. 
Reed and Denise Maddex its annual holiday 
traditions were not among them.

Through Cameron Missouri Main Street, Inc., 
Reed and Maddex spearheaded numerous events 
including Christmas in Cameron, the Halloween 
Trunk or Treat and the July 4th Freedom Festival 
– along the way adapting to quickly changes 
rules and recommendations due to the COVID-19 
pandemic.

“We knew [Christmas in Cameron] was going 
to be a little bit smaller this year. We were just 
glad we got to have one. There are a lot of cities 
that can’t do anything. [Denise Maddex] and I are 
thrilled with the outcome,” Reed said.

With COVID-19 hitting Cameron last March, 
Reed and Maddex’s first challenge came with the 
July 4th Freedom Festival. While they had to scale 
down some events due to the pandemic, traditions 
such as the July 4th Parade, fireworks show, 
children’s pageant and various other events drew 
thousands to downtown.

“Cameron Main Street did an excellent job 
considering we were dealing with a pandemic. 
There were a lot of people out. We promoted 
social distancing and taking safety measures. We 
did our due diligence in getting the message out,” 

Cameron Community Development Director Tim 
Wymes said. “Overall, it was a great event. I want 
to give a big shout out to the board, the directors 
and volunteers. There were a lot of people who 
stepped up.”

Reed and Maddex’s next challenge came in 
providing hundreds of children what, for some 
due to the pandemic, would be the closest things 
to trick or treating they could experience. 

“There were a lot 
of different trunks out 
here that were really 
decorated. The kids 
loved them. Some were 
a bit too scary, but the 
kids got plenty of candy 
that’s for sure ... It’s 
nice to see everyone 
enjoying themselves,” 
said mother Tabitha 
Hatchett. 

Hosted by the 
Cameron Old School, 
thousands lined up 
around the defunct 
school house as 
costumed children 

visited dozens of booths sponsored by area 
organization. 

“I do not have a word to describe what it’s like 
to have all of these kids out here ... This is the 
first time the Old School has ever hosted anything 
like this for Halloween. It’s magnificent,” Maddex 
said. 

Although keeping old traditions alive, Reed 
and Maddex also introduced a few new traditions 
in 2020 including seasonal glow runs, downtown 
cleanups and aim to eventually return the annual 
bridal show to the Cameron Old School. 

“All of the credit goes to B.J. Reed and Denise 
Maddex. If you give them an idea for a project, they 
are off and running with it,” Cameron Missouri 
Main Street Inc. Board Member Quinten Lovejoy 
said. “… You give interested and active volunteers 
in a town like Cameron, more often than not, 
they’re going to run with it and do a heck of a 
job with it. The entire board agreed [the cleanup] 
would be a great fall project and hopefully it will 
inspire others to come out and do things too.”

Front Page: B.J. Reed and Denise Maddex 
wave to the crowd while riding in a truck 
through downtown Cameron.

LEADING LADIES
Women keep Cameron traditions alive through pandemic

Cameron High School’s own Celeste Greer

B.J. Reed leads a ‘National Lampoon Christmas Vacation’ themed crew through 
downtown for the 2020 Christmas Parade.

By Jimmy Potts
Editor
editor@mycameronnews.com
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Happy couples planning to tie the 
knot in 2020 confronted a challenge 
they likely never saw coming. While 
many couples fear inclement weather 
on their wedding days, 2020’s 
prospective brides and grooms had 
to contend with something far more 
fearful than rain clouds.

The outbreak of the novel 
coronavirus that began in the winter 
of 2019-20 and was ultimately 
declared a pandemic by the World 
Health Organization put many 
couples’wedding plans in peril. In an 
effort to stop the spread of the virus 
and protect those most vulnerable to it, 
governments across the globe placed 
restrictions on social gatherings, 
including weddings. Those restrictions 
prompted some couples to postpone 
their nuptials until 2021, while others 
tied the knot at considerably smaller 
ceremonies than they initially planned 
for.

Couples planning to tie the knot 
in the months ahead can still do so, 
but the WHO recommends they take 
certain precautions as they organize 
their ceremonies and receptions.

• Confirm local regulations. 
Restrictions related to COVID-19 
differ greatly by region. Areas that 
were not hit hard by the virus may 
not have as many restrictions in 
place as those that were devastated 
by the outbreak. In addition, cities 
or regions whose responses to the 
virus have been successful may have 
relaxed restrictions more 
than areas that are still 
struggling. The WHO 
notes the importance of 
checking local guidelines 
prior to planning an event, 
and that’s especially 
important for couples 
who hope to get married 

in towns or cities where they do not 
currently reside.

• Keep guests up to date about 
precautions. Include detailed 
information about the safety measures 
that will be implemented during the 
wedding on your wedding website. 
Insert a card detailing this information 
into your invitation envelopes as well 
so all guests know what to expect 
when they accept the invitation. In 
addition, remind guests of the safety 
precautions throughout the ceremony.

• Provide sanitary supplies. Make 
sure hand sanitizer, soap, water, 
and masks are readily available for 
all guests. Social distance markers 
also can be placed on the ground 
throughout the venue to make it easy 
for guests to stay six feet apart from 
one another.

• Choose an outdoor venue. The 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention notes that the COVID-19 
virus spreads very easily through 
person-to-person contact and that the 
risk of spreading the virus is greater 
when spending time indoors. Couples 
can mitigate some of that risk by tying 
the knot outdoors and then hosting an 
outdoor reception where tables are 
kept at least six feet apart.

Weddings will be different until 
the world puts COVID-19 in its 
rearview mirror. In the meantime, 
it’s up to happy couples to keep their 
guests safe come the big day. 

Precautions that can keep 
wedding guests safe during 
the pandemic

Gyms have begun to reopen 
in parts of the United States and 
Canada after being shuttered to 
prevent the spread of COVID-19. 
It may have been several months 
since members have stepped foot 
in these facilities. That means not 
only will fitness enthusiasts need 
to be smart about COVID-19 
precautions, they also will need to 
reacclimate their bodies to routine 
exercise.

Fitness resolutions may come 
earlier this year as people are eager 
to regain fitness levels achieved 
prior to shutdowns. Going about a 
return to the gym in a smart way 
can prevent injuries and illness.

EASE INTO WORKOUTS
There will be a transition 

period as you get back to your 
gym routine. Start with flexibility 
workouts like yoga or pilates that 
can help reacclimate your body to 
physical activity. These will help 
increase blood flow, joint mobility 
and range of motion. 

Expect that your stamina will 
have taken a hit from a prolonged 
absence at the gym. So if you 
once were a cardio master, it may 
take some time to build up to the 
speed and distance of a treadmill 
run or you may need to enroll in 
low-impact classes as your body 
adjusts. 

The last thing you want to do is 
injure yourself, so the mantra “slow 
is pro” is key. Aim for exercising 
two or three times a week to 
begin with, and stick to shorter 
workouts of 30 minutes or less. 
Gradually increase the duration 
and frequency of workouts as you 
notice your endurance improving.

Stretching is essential after any 
workout, but especially helpful for 
those who are easing back into the 
gym. Stretches help avoid muscle 
tightening and spasms that can 
come with being unaccustomed to 

working out. 

PANDEMIC PRECAUTIONS
Returning to the gym also 

means sharing space with fellow 
members. Official guidance on 
how gyms are to operate now vary 
by state or province. However, 
certain safety tips can help you 
stay safer if you’re ready to work 
out indoors. Try working out at 
off-peak hours when the gym is 
likely to be less crowded, even 
with capacity restrictions in place. 

“Based on recent research, 
aerosolized droplets can remain 
airborne for up to three hours, 
making the potential for spread in 
crowded and confined spaces such 
as fitness studios problematic,” 
said Dr. Robert Glatter, an 
emergency physician at Lenox 
Hill Hospital in NYC. 

Maintaining distance and 
avoiding crowds is essential. Ask 
about air filtration and circulation 
at the gym. The rate of transmission 
of coronavirus may be higher in 
hot and crowded facilities without 
adequate circulation. Turn on fans 
or work close to open doors when 
possible.

Many gyms require that 
masks be worn while working 
out. This may mean members 
must take more breaks if the 
masks impede respiration during 
strenuous activity. While gyms 
may be spraying down equipment 
and high-touch areas, keep hand 
sanitizer or disinfectant wipes in 
your gym bag so you can do your 
own cleaning and keep your hands 
as clean as possible. Wash your 
hands after using any equipment if 
it’s feasible to do so.

Now that gyms are open again, 
members must take additional 
precautions as they get back into 
the swing of things. 

Return to the gym safely

www.MyCameronNews.comwww.MyCameronNews.com
816-632-6543 | F 816-632-4508816-632-6543 | F 816-632-4508
403 E Evergreen, Cameron, Mo403 E Evergreen, Cameron, Mo

Your HometownYour Hometown
News Source!News Source!
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Chocolates by Jolene Harris

Find the perfect recipe…
Chocolate Peppermint Whoopie Pie
Espresso Chocolate Mousse
Chocolate Coffee Hazelnut Cookies

About Us
THE COCOA EXCHANGE™  is an exciting 

gourmet food company that creates 
surprising chocolate and cocoa-infused 
products that are your secret ingredient 

in the kitchen. We’re on a mission to 
inspire and empower every person to 

create their own unique recipe for success 
in the kitchen and beyond. Between 

inventive flavor combinations and product 
innovations, our professional chefs have 

created hundreds of recipes and helpful tips 
here to make your life a little more flavorful 

and a little less hectic.

(816) 719-2422
32162 W. 216th St. 
Lawson, MO 64062

www.mytcesite.com/joleneharris

We offer a large selection of…

LOCATED:LOCATED: 1/4 mile West of Jamesport 1/4 mile West of Jamesport
31301 State Hwy. 6 • Jamesport, MO 64648   660-684-6650  •  31301 State Hwy. 6 • Jamesport, MO 64648   660-684-6650  •  Monday-Saturday 9am-5pmMonday-Saturday 9am-5pm

• Bedroom
• Dining
• Curio Cabinets
• Entertainment 

Centers

• Office Furniture
• Rockers
• Children’s 

Furniture
• Baskets & More

Delivery Available

We also sell Lawn & Patio Furniture

jamesportfurniture.comjamesportfurniture.com

Reed judges the 2020 Baby Contest during this year’s Freedom 
Festival.

Women are increasingly becoming the 
primary breadwinners in their homes. 

In 2018, Prudential surveyed more than 
3,000 Americans between the ages of 25 
and 70 for its “Financial Wellness Census.” 
The survey indicated that 54 percent of 
women are the primary breadwinners in 
their family, while 30 percent are married 
breadwinners who are producing more than 
half of their household income. This marks 
an increase from 2015, when the Center 
for American Progress found 42 percent of 
women were sole or primary breadwinners 
— bringing in at least half of their families’ 
earnings. This represents a long-running 
trend that indicates women’s earnings and 
economic contributions to their families are 
of growing importance.

Studies show how much more likely it 
is for today’s mothers and working females 
to provide essential financial support to their 
families compared to earlier generations. It 
can be empowering to be a sole or primary 
earner. However, this role also may place 
extra pressure on women who also want 
to be ideal mothers. While gender roles 
have become much more egalitarian, the 
traditional household dynamic, in which 
women take on more responsibilities around 

the house, remains 
predominant in many 
families. That can 
contribute to stress 
for women who work.

A 2015 
University of Chicago 
study found that 
opposite-sex couples 
in which women 
were the top earners 
reported greater 
relationship strife and 
were more likely not 
to endure as couples. 
The study also found 
that some women 

who earned more did a greater amount of 
housework in order to make their husbands 
feel better about the situation.

There are several ways to address 
and cope with feelings that arise from an 
increase in female breadwinners. 

• Stay open-minded. Couples need not 
fall into dated ways of thinking regarding 
gender roles. If they adjust their roles 
accordingly and continue to adapt, things 
can work out just fine.

• Divide tasks evenly. Evenly divvy 
up tasks around the house so that neither 
partner feels as if they are doing more than 
the other.

• Share financial goals. Even if one 
person is bringing in more money, the overall 
household should be the main priority. That 
means that all adults have an equal say in 
financial goals, regardless of who earns the 
most money.

Many women are now the primary 
breadwinners in their households. That has, 
in many cases, led to shifting gender roles 
and couples and families may have to adjust 
accordingly.  

More women becoming 
primary financial providers
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The skin is the largest organ of the 
body, and it can be affected by many 
different conditions — some benign 
and some serious. Because the skin 
is so visible, most people look to the 
quickest and simplest solutions when 
something goes wrong.

Women may quickly notice 
skin conditions that seem out of the 
ordinary. Women who shave their 
legs and underarms on a regular 
basis may have come across tiny 
bumps. Many women assume these 
bumps are razor burn from shaving 
too frequently or with a dull razor. 
Others may think the bumps are 
caused by ingrown hairs and try 
to exfoliate them away. However, 
according to the Mayo Clinic, the red 
bumps that occur on various parts of 
the body, often legs, arms and cheeks, 
may not be related to grooming 
routines at all. They may be a sign of 
a condition called keratosis pilaris. 

This condition occurs where keratin 
builds up on the skin, forming a hard, 
scaly “plug” that blocks up the hair 
follicle. These plugs tend to occur in 
groups, which can contribute to the 
skin looking bumpy or mottled. Due 
to its appearance, keratosis pilaris is 
sometimes referred to as “strawberry 
legs,” “gooseflesh,” “sandpaper 
skin,” or “chicken skin.”

Dr. Jennifer Soung, Assistant 
Professor of Dermatology and 
Director of Dermatology Clinical 
Research at the University of 
California, Irvine, says more than 
half of Americans show signs of 
keratosis pilaris in their teens. The 
vast majority of those with this skin 
condition are women. KP tends to run 
in families, and it’s more common in 
people with dry, sensitive skin and 
those prone to eczema.

Due to the fact that KP can look 
like many things, such as raised 

lumps or pinpricks, or even a rash, it 
can be challenging to self-diagnose. 
It is better to seek the assistance of a 
dermatologist. A doctor can reliably 
diagnose KP with a quick, in-office 
skin exam. Lab testing typically is 
not required unless the doctor is 
concerned by the presence of other 
skin-related symptoms. 

KP tends to be outgrown by the 
end of childhood. However, adults 
may continue to experience this 
condition for the rest of their lives. 
Effective treatment options can help 
reduce symptoms.

• Exfoliate: Exfoliation can come 
from gently wiping the skin with a 
textured washcloth while cleansing 
with topical creams and lotions. 
Products containing alpha hydroxy 
acid, lactic acid, salicylic acid, or 
urea help loosen and remove dead 

skin cells, states the Mayo Clinic.
• Use retinoids: Retinoids are 

derived from vitamin A and work by 
promoting cell turnover. This may 
help prevent follicles from being 
blocked by keratin. Retinoids need a 
doctor’s prescription for use.

• Laser treatment: A dermatologist 
may suggest a laser treatment if other 
avenues have not worked to help 
reduce redness and inflammation or 
certain types of scarring.

Keratosis pilaris is a common 
skin condition among women. It 
may be mistaken for razor burn or 
ingrown hairs, but it is its own issue 
and requires consultation with a 
dermatologist.  

Keratosis pilaris common for women

Keratosis pilaris can happen on areas of the skin like the legs.
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CAMERON DRAGONSCAMERON DRAGONS

Administrative Staff
(L-R): Laurie Mefford, Chasity Brownlee, Becky Calder, Janie Gates

Special Services Staff
(L-R): Mary Crawford, Ashley Conover, Michelle Lodder, Christina Riner

Cameron Veterans Middle School
(L-R) Top Row: Tiffani Collins, Lesa Arndt, Rachel Barlow, Melissa Borchardt, Andrea Brown, Carmen Buller, Pam Cole, Melissa Corley, Taylor Covington, Jean Eckert, 
Tara Hahn, Valerie Hutton, Laura Janovec. Bottom Row: Sheila Jordan, Jennifer Jungling, Kay Leeper, Felicia Limb, Janie Mathews, Angela McDaniel, Regan McKinley, 

Jennifer Reents-Dickkut, Connie Robinson, Sierra Spencer, Kari Teel, Laurie Tunks, Gracie Wallace, Kimber Zubeck. Not Pictured: Marla Fisher
Food Service Personal Not Pictured: Sandy Anderson, Brooke Fife, Mary Reeds.

Parkview Elementary
(L-R) Top Row: Angela Ormsby, Kimberly Barron-Holmes, Christina Bartlett, Jamie Berry, Mary Bradford, Brett Cornelius, Joy Durbin, Sara Feiden, Mary Flanders,

Addie Floyd, Melissa Francis, Kris Gates, Meghan Graeff. Middle Row: Summer Howe, Whitney Howk, Belinda Jolley, Leann Kissire, Mary Knab, Crystal Lind,
Lauri Mallen, Michelle Mazer, Shannon McBroon, Cyndee Miller, Kira Morgan, Karen Newhart, Stacy Proctor, Sara Reno. Bottom Row: Cayla Riley, Lori Robinson,

Stacey Robinson, Cheryl Shipley, Kristin Slatten, Lauren Smith, Kitty Sutton, Lindsay Tate, Gloria Teaster, Jennifer Todd, Dorothy Vaiciulis, Alicia Walters, Carrie Whitaker, 
Emily White, and Kristin Wilmes. Not Pictured: Maranda Chubick, Katherine Claussen, Morgan Filley, Rachel Moore and Heatherlee Ryals.

Food Service Personal Not Pictured: Lynn Crowley, Keri Curtis, Doris King, Rebecca Gripka.

Cameron Intermediate School
(L-R) Top Row: Keri Sedgwick, Rosie Adams, Jill Anderson, Tina Baker, Bailey Barron-Eaton, Michaela Baumgartner, Betsy Bogle, Jennifer Burnett, Ashley Cawthon, 

Morgan Choate, Donna Covey, Ashley Cruickshank, Arianne Davidson. Middle Row: Kayla Ellis, Caitlin Erdman, Carli Erickson, Patricia Ewing, Amy Gunn, Christy Jessen, 
Alyssa Kapp, Carley Kemper, Kay Leeper, Courtney Manz, Brooke McClure, Kate Notch, Rachael Parkey. Bottom Row: Bridgett Pennington, Jennifer Powers, Kelli Pritchett, 

Dana Prothero, Brooke Ray, Lisa Ripley, Ashley Robertson, Brooke Robinson, Audra Ruckel, Megan Soper, Shelia Switlik, Kasie Webb, Megan Wolfe.
Food Service Personal Not Pictured: Kellie Baker, Cindy Buntin, Cheryl Drager, Lonna Nelson.

Cameron High School
(L-R) Top Row: Kristy Stover, Eden Beasley, Brett Bubulka, Cheri Curtis, Kelley Enyeart, Tara Fugate, Sherri Greene, Tara Hahn, Melisa Harper-Stemberger, Jody Henderson, 

Lacey Henry. Bottom Row: Jennie Huynh, Marlene Jackson, Maggie Kerns, Mandy Klenk, McKay Lannigan, Tonya O’Boyle, Melissa Robinson, Susan Rupert,
Brittany Simpson, Angel Stebbins, Elizabeth Strzyewski, Candessa Williams. Not Pictured: Nancy Wilson.

Food Service Personal Not Pictured: Carla McGarry, Lora Utt, Jamie Nelson. 
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(L-R) Top Row: Keri Sedgwick, Rosie Adams, Jill Anderson, Tina Baker, Bailey Barron-Eaton, Michaela Baumgartner, Betsy Bogle, Jennifer Burnett, Ashley Cawthon, 

Morgan Choate, Donna Covey, Ashley Cruickshank, Arianne Davidson. Middle Row: Kayla Ellis, Caitlin Erdman, Carli Erickson, Patricia Ewing, Amy Gunn, Christy Jessen, 
Alyssa Kapp, Carley Kemper, Kay Leeper, Courtney Manz, Brooke McClure, Kate Notch, Rachael Parkey. Bottom Row: Bridgett Pennington, Jennifer Powers, Kelli Pritchett, 

Dana Prothero, Brooke Ray, Lisa Ripley, Ashley Robertson, Brooke Robinson, Audra Ruckel, Megan Soper, Shelia Switlik, Kasie Webb, Megan Wolfe.
Food Service Personal Not Pictured: Kellie Baker, Cindy Buntin, Cheryl Drager, Lonna Nelson.

Cameron High School
(L-R) Top Row: Kristy Stover, Eden Beasley, Brett Bubulka, Cheri Curtis, Kelley Enyeart, Tara Fugate, Sherri Greene, Tara Hahn, Melisa Harper-Stemberger, Jody Henderson, 

Lacey Henry. Bottom Row: Jennie Huynh, Marlene Jackson, Maggie Kerns, Mandy Klenk, McKay Lannigan, Tonya O’Boyle, Melissa Robinson, Susan Rupert,
Brittany Simpson, Angel Stebbins, Elizabeth Strzyewski, Candessa Williams. Not Pictured: Nancy Wilson.

Food Service Personal Not Pictured: Carla McGarry, Lora Utt, Jamie Nelson. 

Hair coloring serves various 
purposes. Some women use 
differently hued tresses to make 
dramatic statements, while others 
want to conceal some gray hairs. 
Still, some appreciate how hair 
color can plump up hair follicles and 
contribute to fullness. 

The experts at Good 
Housekeeping say roughly 43 
million women in the United 
States have dyed their hair in the 
past six months. A survey from the 
haircare products manufacturer John 
Frieda Canada found 58 percent of 
Canadian women regularly color 
their hair as well. 

Many women take to the at-home 
color kits or the salon every three 
weeks or more to keep locks looking 
ideal. According to Fash, a company 
that connects millions of customers 
to the best local professionals, salon 
coloring and highlights cost between 
$60 and $150 on average. Boxed 
color kits can cost anywhere from 
$6 to $15. 

With so much coloring going on, 
it can be helpful to learn the basics and 
some coloring tips and techniques to 
improve the appearance and health 
of your hair.

• Color results will vary from 
the box model. At-home color kits 
only reflect the color on the box if 
you have never before dyed your 
hair and if your hair is lighter than 
the color on the box. Hair that has 
already been dyed may turn up a 
different shade.

• Beware of “hot roots.” People 

who regularly touch up their hair to 
combat roots or new gray growth 
may end up with “hot roots.” This 
happens when the scalp glows 
brighter and reflects a warmer tone 
than the rest of the hair since it is 
virgin hair and reacts differently 
to the lift and deposit of color. In 
general, using a color that’s the same 
level or darker than existing color-
treated hair can help women avoid 
hot roots.

• Save major color changes 
for the salon. One of the biggest 
mistakes people who dye their hair 
at home make is trying a dramatic 
transition on their own. Celebrity 
colorist Kari Hill advises women 
to stay within two shades, lighter or 
darker, of their current color when 
dabbling at home. More dramatic 
shifts require multiple processes that 
are best left to professional colorists.

• Try a balayage technique. 
Many women extend time between 
salon visits by investing in balayage 
instead of traditional highlights. This 
technique does not usually go all the 
way to the root of the hair, making 
it appear more natural as hair grows 
out. Ombre techniques also can help 
camouflage root growth.

• Invest in a sulfate-free 
shampoo. After dying, sulfate-free 
products can help extend the life of 
the color.

Many women color their hair. 
Learning the right techniques and 
employing some helpful hints can 
improve the end result. 

Hair color tips and tricks 

People have many options when 
they seek to lose weight. Fad diets 
may promise quick results, but highly 
restrictive eating plans or marathon 
workout sessions can be dangerous. 
Taking shortcuts or risks in the 
hopes of losing weight can lead to 
various health issues and ultimately 
put people’s overall health in serious 
jeopardy. Thankfully, there are many 
safe ways people can lose weight. 

The first step in safe weight loss 
is to visit a doctor and let him or her 
know your plans. The doctor can 
help determine if a specific eating 
plan or exercise routine is safe based 
on your current health. Certain 
medications can affect metabolism 
and even contribute to weight gain, 
so a discussion with the doctor can 
help ensure people aren’t putting 
their health in jeopardy when their 
goal is to get healthy.

It’s also vital that people trying 
to lose weight do not believe 
everything they read online. 
Research published in The American 
Journal of Public Health in October 
2014 found that most people who 
search the internet for tips on how 
to lose weight come across false or 
misleading information on weight 
loss, particularly in regard to how 
quickly they can shed some pounds. 
The Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention advises the safest 
amount of weight to lose per week is 
between one and two pounds. People 
who lose more per week, particularly 
on fad diets or programs, oftentimes 
are much more likely to regain 
weight later on than people who took 
more measured approaches to losing 
weight. In addition, the Academy 
of Nutrition and Dietetics notes it 
is better to lose weight gradually 
because if a person sheds pounds too 
fast, he or she can lose muscle, bone 
and water instead of fat. 

The calories in, calories out 
concept is something to keep in 
mind when attempting to lose 
weight. But metabolism and other 
factors, including body composition 
and physical activity levels, also 
are factors. How well one’s body 
turns calories into fuel also needs 

to be considered. The best ways to 
experiment are to start slowly.

• Calculate the average daily 
calories consumed in a day using 
a tracker. This can be a digital app 
on a phone or simply writing down 
calories on a piece of paper. Track 
over a few days and see, on average, 
how many calories you’ve been 
consuming. 

• Notice extra calories. Many 
diets can be derailed by eating extra 
calories that you don’t realize you’re 
consuming. That cookie a coworker 
insists you eat or the leftover mac-
and-cheese from your toddler’s plate 
can be sources of extra calories. Be 
mindful of what’s being consumed, 
including sweetened beverages.

• Explore the science. According 
to the Scotland-based health service 
NHS Inform, one pound of fat 
contains 3,500 calories on average. 
Cutting calorie intake by 500 
calories per day should see you lose 
1 pound per week. The same goes in 
the other direction. Eating 500 more 
calories per day for a year can result 
in gaining close to 50 pounds. Small 
changes really add up.

• Eat filling foods. Choose low-
calorie, high quality foods, like 
vegetables, whole grains and lean 
proteins. Meals that provide satiety 
can help eliminate between-meals 
snacks that can derail your weight 
loss efforts.

• Seek support as a way to create 
accountability. Share weight loss 
plans with a friend or relative who 
can help monitor your progress and 
keep you on track.

• Incorporate strength training. 
Good Housekeeping says the more 
lean muscle you have, the faster 
you can slim down. Start slowly 
with strength training, using free 
weights or body weights. Aim for 
strength workouts three to four times 
per week and alternate with calorie-
blasting cardio. 

Explore safer ways to lose 
weight, including taking a gradual 
approach that promotes long-term 
weight loss. 

Safe ways to lose weight
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